Blind Reduced-Rank MMSE Detector for DS-CDMA Systems
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We first develop a reduced-rank minimum mean square error (MMSE) detector for direct-sequence (DS) code division multiple access (CDMA) by forcing the linear MMSE detector to lie in a signal subspace of a reduced dimension. While a reduced-rank MMSE detector has lower complexity, it cannot outperform the full-rank MMSE detector. We then concentrate on the blind reduced-rank MMSE detector which is obtained from an estimated covariance matrix. Our analysis and simulation results show that when the desired user’s signal is in a low-dimensional subspace, there exists an optimal subspace so that the blind reduced-rank MMSE detector lying in this subspace has the best performance. By properly choosing a subspace, we guarantee that the optimal blind reduced-rank MMSE detector is obtained. An adaptive blind reduced-rank MMSE detector, based on a subspace tracking algorithm, is developed. The adaptive blind reduced-rank MMSE detector exhibits superior steady-state performance and fast convergence speed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The major limitation on the performance and channel capacity of direct-sequence (DS) code division multiple access (CDMA) system is the multiple-access interference (MAI) due to simultaneous transmissions. The conventional matched filter (MF) detector cannot suppress MAI effectively, and it suffers from the near-far problem. Since CDMA is not fundamentally MAI limited [1], multiuser detection (MUD) techniques can substantially improve the performance of a CDMA system. While the optimal multiuser detector, which is essentially a maximum-likelihood (ML) sequence detector, has prohibitive complexity, many other multiuser detectors with relatively low complexity such as decision feedback detector, successive or parallel interference canceler, and linear multiuser detectors have been developed [1]. The linear decorrelator removes all cross-correlations between active users and thereby eliminates MAI at the price of enhancing noise [2]. The linear minimum mean square error (MMSE) detector is the optimal linear detector that maximizes signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) [3, 4]. The blind MMSE detector proposed in [5] minimizes the receiver’s mean output energy (MOE) while constraining the response of the desired user to a constant. It was shown that MOE and MMSE are directly related and minimizing one is equivalent to minimizing the other [5]. In [6], both blind decorrelator and blind MMSE detector were derived in terms of the signal space parameters; and an adaptive blind MMSE detector was developed, based on a subspace tracking algorithm [7]. It was shown that the blind adaptive MMSE detector obtained from the signal space parameters has much better steady-state performance compared with the blind MOE detector [6]. While blind MUD in [6] mainly focuses on Gaussian channel, the subspace approach to blind MUD in [6] has been extended to multipath channels [8, 9].

The blind MMSE detector proposed in [6, 8, 9] lies in the whole signal space. In this paper, we first investigate the reduced-rank MMSE detector that lies in a subspace of the signal space under the assumption that the detector has all active users’ information. In CDMA systems,
active users typically transmit with different powers; thus, the desired user may lie in a subspace that has a lower dimension than the signal space. When this subspace is perfectly known by the detector, the received data can be projected onto this subspace to provide a sufficient statistic for detecting the desired user's bits. When the desired signal lies in the whole signal subspace, it may still be possible to choose a lower-dimensional subspace so that the performance loss is negligible. Note that MUD, based on the projected signal in a low-dimensional subspace, has lower complexity and better convergence speed if adaptive MUD is considered.

Since the desired user may not have the knowledge of other users’ spreading codes and powers, a blind multiuser detector is well motivated for a mobile user to suppress MAI. The blind MMSE detector in [6] is constructed from the signal space parameters which are computed from an estimated covariance matrix of the received signal. In this paper, based on the estimated covariance matrix, we study all possible blind MMSE detectors lying in different subspaces [10] and observe that there always exists an optimal subspace, in which the blind reduced-rank lies, achieves the highest SIR. Suppose that the dimension of the signal subspace is \( K \). While the blind MOE detector in [5] is full rank, the blind MMSE detectors in [6, 8, 9] are rank-\( K \) MMSE detectors in the context of our general blind reduced-rank MMSE detectors with different ranks. It was observed that the blind rank-\( K \) MMSE detector outperforms the blind full-rank MOE detector [6]. By changing the rank and properly selecting a subspace, we can obtain the optimal blind reduced-rank MMSE detector that achieves the highest SIR. Since the blind rank-\( K \) MMSE detector is only a special case of our blind reduced-rank MMSE detector, our optimal blind reduced-rank MMSE detector achieves better or the same performance compared with the blind rank-\( K \) MMSE detector. The reduced-rank MMSE detector for DS-CDMA, based on the multistage Wiener filter in [11], was analyzed in [12] under the assumption that the covariance matrix is known. Our reduced-rank MMSE detector uses the cross spectral metric (CSM) approach in [13] to select a subspace, and we focus on the blind MMSE detector which uses an estimated covariance matrix.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, after presenting the signal model for DS-CDMA and briefly introducing the linear MMSE detector, we derive a reduced-rank MMSE detector which lies in a specific subspace of the signal space. We also develop the method to choose the best subspace among the subspaces of the same dimension. Section 3 analyzes the performance of the blind reduced-rank detector which is obtained from the estimated covariance matrix. An adaptive blind reduced-rank MMSE detector, based on a subspace tracking algorithm, is developed in Section 4. Section 5 presents analytical and simulation results to demonstrate the performance of blind reduced-rank MMSE detectors with different ranks. Comparing these results reveals the advantage of the optimal blind reduced-rank MMSE detector. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

### 2. SIGNAL MODEL AND REDUCED-RANK MMSE DETECTOR

In this section, we present the signal model for DS-CDMA. After describing the conventional MMSE detector, we derive our reduced-rank MMSE detector. While derivation in this section assumes that the detector has all active users’ information, we will concentrate in the remaining of this paper on the blind MMSE detector which has only the desired user’s information.

#### 2.1. Signal model

We consider a DS-CDMA system with \( K \) users simultaneously transmitting over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. The received baseband signal can be modeled as

\[
 r(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} A_k \sum_{i=-\infty}^{\infty} b_k(i) s_k(t - iT - \tau_k) + n(t),
\]

where \( A_k \) is the received signal amplitude of user \( k \), \( b_k(i) \) is the information-bearing bit of user \( k \) in the \( i \)th bit interval, \( s_k(t) \) is the normalized spreading waveform whose support is over the bit interval \([0, T]\), \( \tau_k \) is the propagation delay with respect to the receiver, and \( n(t) \) is zero-mean AWGN with power spectral density \( \sigma^2 \). We assume that \( \{b_k(i)\} \) is a set of independent equiprobable \( \pm 1 \) random variables.

The spreading waveform \( s_k(t) \) is expressed as

\[
 s_k(t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} s_k[j] \psi(t - jT_c), \quad t \in [0, T],
\]

where \( \{s_k[0], s_k[1], \ldots, s_k[N-1]\} \) is the signature sequence of \( \pm 1 \)'s assigned to the \( k \)th user, \( \psi(t) \) is a normalized chip waveform of duration \( T_c \), and \( N = T/T_c \) is the processing gain. If the transmitted signal passes through a multipath channel, we have the same signal model as (1) by replacing \( s_k(t) \) with the effective spreading waveform which is given by convolution of \( s_k(t) \) with channel impulse response. If all users are synchronous, that is, \( \tau_1 = \tau_2 = \cdots = \tau_K = 0 \), it is then sufficient to consider the received signal during one bit interval, and the received signal model becomes

\[
 r(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} A_k b_k s_k(t) + n(t), \quad t \in [0, T].
\]

Since, given the received signal in \( n \) symbol intervals, an asynchronous system of \( K \) users can be viewed as equivalent to a synchronous system with \((n+1)K-1\) users [3], above synchronous signal model is general enough to subsume asynchronous signal model. Hence, throughout this paper, we will restrict our attention to the synchronous signal model (3). It is worth pointing out here that the work in this paper can be extended to multipath channel by incorporating blind channel identification in [8, 9] or by using a minimum variance detector [14].
Passing the received signal \( r(t) \) through the chip-matched filter \( \psi(T - t) \) and sampling at chip rate, we obtain an \( N \)-vector within a bit interval
\[
 r = \sum_{k=1}^{K} A_k b_k s_k + n,
\]
where \( s_k = (1/\sqrt{N})[s_k[0], s_k[1], \ldots, s_k[N - 1]]^T \) is the normalized spreading code of the \( k \)th user, and \( n \) is a white Gaussian noise vector with zero-mean and covariance matrix \( \sigma^2 I_N \) (\( I_N \) denotes the \( N \times N \) identity matrix). We can also write the received signal vector in a compact matrix form as
\[
 r = SAb + n, \tag{5}
\]
where \( S = [s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_K] \), \( A = \text{diag}(A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_K) \), and \( b = [b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_K]^T \).

### 2.2. MMSE detector

Suppose that the desired user is user 1, then the linear MMSE detector \( c \) for detecting this user’s information bit minimizes the mean square error \( \text{MSE} = E[(b_1 - c^T r)^2] \) and can be found as [3]
\[
 c = C^{-1} p, \tag{6}
\]
where \( p = E[b_1 r] = A_1 s_1 \) is the cross-correlation between \( b_1 \) and \( r \), and the covariance matrix \( C \) is given by
\[
 C = E[rr^T] = SA^2 S^T + \sigma^2 I_N. \tag{7}
\]
The decision on \( b_1 \) is given by \( \hat{b}_1 = \text{sign}(c^T r) \), where \( \text{sign}(x) = 1 \) if \( x > 0 \), and \( \text{sign}(x) = -1 \) if \( x < 0 \). The covariance matrix \( C \) can also be expressed in terms of its eigenvalue decomposition
\[
 C = U A U^T = \begin{bmatrix} U_r & U_n \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} A_r & 0 \\ 0 & A_n \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} U_r^T \\ U_n^T \end{bmatrix}, \tag{8}
\]
where \( U = [U_r, U_n] \), \( A = \text{diag}(\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_K) \) contains the \( K \) largest eigenvalues of \( C \) in descending order, and \( U_r = [u_1, \ldots, u_K] \) contains the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors; \( A_n = \sigma^2 I_{N-K} \) and \( U_n \) contains the \( N - K \) orthonormal eigenvectors with the eigenvalue \( \sigma^2 \). The range space of \( U_r \) is called signal space since it has the same rank as \( S \). The range of \( U_n \) is called noise space.

Since \( s_1 \) is orthogonal to the noise space, it is easily shown that the full-rank MMSE detector in (6) can also be expressed in terms of the signal space parameters
\[
 c = U_r A_r^{-1} U_r^T p, \tag{9}
\]
and mean square error is written as
\[
 \text{MSE} = 1 - p^T U_r A_r^{-1} U_r^T p. \tag{10}
\]
It is observed from (9) that the MMSE detector \( c \) is a vector lying in the signal space.

### 2.3. Reduced-rank MMSE detector

Now, suppose that we restrict our linear detector to lie in a subspace of the signal space. The following result gives the linear MMSE detector under such restriction.

**Proposition 1.** Suppose that the matrix \( U_r \) contains \( r \) \((r \leq K)\) columns of \( U_r \) and \( A_r \) consists of corresponding eigenvalues. The rank-\( r \) MMSE detector, that lies in the range space of \( U_r \), is given by
\[
 c_r = U_r A_r^{-1} U_r^T p, \tag{11}
\]
and the mean square error is found as
\[
 \text{MSE}_r = 1 - p^T U_r A_r^{-1} U_r^T p. \tag{12}
\]

**Proof.** Let \( w = [w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_r]^T \) and \( c_r = U_r w \), then the mean square error is calculated by
\[
 \text{MSE}_r = E \{ (b_1 - c_r^T r)^2 \} = c_r^T C c_r - 2c_r^T p + 1 \tag{13}
\]
\[
 = w^T U_r^T C U_r w - 2 w^T U_r^T p. \tag{14}
\]

Derivative of \( \text{MSE}_r \) with respect to \( w \) is found as
\[
 \frac{\partial (\text{MSE}_r)}{\partial w} = 2 U_r^T C U_r w - 2 U_r^T p. \]

Letting it be equal to the 0 vector, we obtain
\[
 w = (U_r^T C U_r)^{-1} U_r p = A_r^{-1} U_r p. \tag{15}
\]

Here, we use the fact that the eigenvectors are orthonormal.

The rank-\( r \) MMSE detector can also be obtained as follows. The projection matrix for the range space of \( U_r \) is \( P_r = U_r U_r^T \). The projection of the received signal to the range of \( U_r \) is \( r_1 = P_r r \). Then, the linear MMSE detector based on \( r_1 \) is \( c_{r_1} = C_{r_1}^{-1} p_1 \), where \( C_{r_1} \) is the covariance matrix of \( r_1 \) and \( p_1 \) is the cross-correlation between \( r_1 \) and \( b_1 \). It is easily shown that \( c_{r_1} \) is the same as \( c_r \) in (11).

The rank-\( r \) MMSE detector can also be obtained as follows. The projection matrix for the range space of \( U_r \) is \( P_r = U_r U_r^T \). The projection of the received signal to the range of \( U_r \) is \( r_1 = P_r r \). Then, the linear MMSE detector based on \( r_1 \) is \( c_{r_1} = C_{r_1}^{-1} p_1 \), where \( C_{r_1} \) is the covariance matrix of \( r_1 \) and \( p_1 \) is the cross-correlation between \( r_1 \) and \( b_1 \). It is easily shown that \( c_{r_1} \) is the same as \( c_r \) in (11).

Comparing (10) and (12) reveals that the mean square error of a reduced-rank detector is greater than or equal to that of the full-rank detector. Hence, a reduced-rank MMSE detector cannot outperform the full-rank MMSE detector when the covariance matrix is perfectly known. Typically, the received signal powers of different users are different, which is true especially in the downlink. Then, the desired user may lie in a subspace of the signal space. In this case, if we choose \( U_r \) so that the desired user is in the range of \( U_r \), the reduced-rank MMSE detector has the same performance as the full-rank MMSE detector. If the desired user lies in the whole signal space for a given rank, we can choose the best subspace using the CSM approach to subspace selection in the context of a generalized sidelobe canceler [13]. We define
a quantity $Q_i$ as

$$Q_i = \frac{||s_i^T u_i||^2}{\lambda_i},$$

where $Q_i$ can be viewed as the normalized energy of user 1 projected onto the $i$th eigenvector. Then, MSE in (10) can also be expressed as

$$\text{MSE} = 1 - A_1^T \sum_{i=1}^K Q_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

It is apparent from (17) that the optimal rank-$r$ MMSE detector lies in the subspace spanned by the $r$ eigenvectors corresponding to the $r$ largest $Q_i$.

In the above derivation of the reduced-rank MMSE detector, it is assumed that the covariance matrix is known. In practice, a user knows his own spreading code but does not have the knowledge of other users’ codes. In this case, the covariance matrix is estimated from a limited number of data samples; and the full-rank or reduced-rank MMSE detector can be blindly implemented based on the estimated covariance matrix without knowing other users’ spreading codes. In the rest of the paper, we will focus on the blind reduced-rank MMSE detector. Using numerical and simulation results in Section 5, we will show that there exists an optimal blind reduced-rank MMSE detector which achieves the best performance among all MMSE detectors with different ranks.

3. BLIND REDUCED-RANK MMSE DETECTOR AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the blind reduced-rank MMSE detector and analyze its steady-state performance in terms of the mean square error at the detector output.

3.1. Blind reduced-rank MMSE detector

When $M$ samples of data vector $\{r_m\}_{m=1}^M$ are available, the covariance matrix can be estimated by

$$\hat{C} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^M r_m r_m^T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

We assume that $\{r_m\}_{m=1}^M$ are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.), which is true when the system is in steady-state, that is, there are no users exit or enter the system. Let $\hat{\Lambda} = \text{diag}(\hat{\lambda}_1, ..., \hat{\lambda}_N)$ contain the eigenvalues of $\hat{C}$ in descending order and $\hat{U} = [\hat{u}_1, ..., \hat{u}_N]$ contain the corresponding eigenvectors. Based on $\hat{\Lambda}$, the dimension of the signal subspace can be determined using information-theoretic criterion such as the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [15]. Suppose that the dimension of the signal space is $K$, let $\hat{\Lambda}_r$ contain the $K$ largest eigenvalues, and $\hat{U}_r$ contain the corresponding eigenvectors. Given $0 < r \leq K$, a blind rank-$r$ MMSE detector is then found from (11) as

$$\hat{c}_r = \hat{U}_r \hat{\Lambda}_r^{-1} \hat{U}_r^T p,$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $\hat{U}_r$ comprises $r$ columns of $\hat{U}$ and $\hat{\Lambda}_r$ consists of corresponding eigenvalues. If we calculate $\hat{Q}_r = ||s_i^T \hat{u}_i||^2 / \hat{\lambda}_i$, the optimal rank-$r$ MMSE detector can be constructed from $r$ eigenvectors corresponding to the $r$ largest $\hat{Q}_r$. Without confusing with an arbitrary rank-$r$ MMSE detector in (19), we denote the optimal rank-$r$ MMSE detector as $\hat{c}_r$. To determine the optimal rank for the reduced-rank MMSE detector, we apply the decided bits to each of $\{\hat{c}_r\}_{r=1}^K$, and estimate MSE at each detector’s output. The optimal rank corresponds to $\hat{c}_r$ with the smallest MSE. The details of determining the dimension of the signal space using AIC and the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector in decision-directed mode will be presented in the adaptive blind reduced-rank MMSE detector in Section 4.

Remark 1. When the covariance matrix is known as we discussed in Section 2, the nonblind reduced-rank MMSE detector may have performance loss compared to the full-rank MMSE detector. However, when blind MMSE detector is considered, the estimation error in covariance matrix causes estimation error in the signal space and corresponding eigenvalues. Hence, a blind reduced-rank MMSE detector, lying in a properly selected subspace, can outperform the full-rank MMSE detector which will be shown in the analysis results and simulations in Section 5.

Remark 2. The detector $\hat{c}_r$ in (19) does not need to know the interfering user’s information. If the signal amplitude $A_1$ of the desired user is unknown to the detector, we can employ $\hat{c}_r = \hat{U}_r \hat{\Lambda}_r^{-1} \hat{U}_r^T s_1$ as a blind detector, which has the same output SIR as $\hat{c}_r$, and is applicable to any constant-modulus (CM) constellation. Based on the CM property, we can estimate the signal amplitude $A_1$ by $\hat{A}_1 = \frac{\sum_{m=1}^N |\hat{c}_r^T r_m|}{N_A}$, where $N_A$ is the number of data to estimate $A_1$. Using $\hat{A}_1$ and decided bits, we obtain an estimate of MSE as $\sum_{m=1}^N (\hat{b}_m - \hat{A}_1 \hat{c}_r^T r_m)^2 / N_{\text{MSE}}$ for each of $\{\hat{c}_r\}_{r=1}^K$, where $N_{\text{MSE}}$ is the number of symbols used to estimate MSE. The optimal reduced-rank detector $\hat{c}_r$ is the one that has the smallest MSE. Hence, the adaptive algorithm developed in Section 4 is also applicable to $\hat{c}_r$.

Remark 3. It is worth pointing out an alternative method to choose a near-optimal rank for $\hat{c}_r$ or $\hat{c}_r$ without using decided bits. Let $K_{1}$ be the number of nonzero entries in $\{Q_i\}_{i=1}^K$, which is the dimension of the subspace in which $s_1$ lies. Based on $\{Q_i\}_{i=1}^N$, we can estimate $K_{1}$ using AIC. If the estimate of $K_{1}$ is $\hat{K}_{1}$, the reduced-rank detector is then constructed from $\hat{K}_{1}$ eigenvectors corresponding to the $\hat{K}_{1}$ largest $\hat{Q}_r$. The simulation results in Section 5 show that the rank-$\hat{K}_{1}$ MMSE detector is not necessarily optimal, but its performance is close to that of the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector. The advantage of this method of choosing subspace for the reduced-rank detector is that the detector is not required to use decided bits to determine the optimal rank and may avoid the problem of unreliable decision.
3.2. Performance analysis

First, we briefly review the asymptotic statistics of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix. Let \( \Delta \lambda_i = \hat{\lambda}_i - \lambda_i \) and \( \Delta \mathbf{u}_i = \hat{\mathbf{u}}_i - \mathbf{u}_i \). If \( \{ \mathbf{r}_m \}_{m=1}^M \) are i.i.d. Gaussian and all elements of \( \{ \lambda_i \}_{i=1}^K \) are distinct, we then know from [16, page 340] that \( \{ \Delta \lambda_i, \Delta \mathbf{u}_i \}_{i=1}^K \) are asymptotically normal with zero-mean and \( \{ \Delta \lambda_i \}_{i=1}^K \) is asymptotically independent of \( \{ \Delta \mathbf{u}_i \}_{i=1}^K \), as \( M \to \infty \). The elements of \( \{ \lambda_i \}_{i=1}^K \) are mutually independent, and the variance of \( \lambda_i \) is \( \sigma_i^2 = 2\lambda_i^2/M + O(1/M^2) \); the covariances of \( \{ \Delta \mathbf{u}_i \}_{i=1}^K \) are given by [16, page 340]

\[
E_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{M} \sum_{n=1}^N \frac{\lambda_n \lambda_i}{(\lambda_i - \lambda_n)^2} \mathbf{u}_n \mathbf{u}_n^T + O\left(\frac{1}{M^2}\right), & \text{if } i = j, \\
-\frac{\lambda_i \lambda_j}{(\lambda_i - \lambda_j)^2} \mathbf{u}_i \mathbf{u}_j^T + O\left(\frac{1}{M^2}\right), & \text{if } i \neq j.
\end{cases}
\]  

(20)

Although our data vector \( \mathbf{r}_m \) is not Gaussian, the above statistic of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix holds true due to the following reason. The derivation of the statistic of \( \{ \Delta \lambda_i \}_{i=1}^K \) relies on asymptotic normality of the sample covariance matrix [16, page 454]. It is shown that when data vector is i.i.d. Gaussian, the sample covariance matrix is asymptotically normal by central limit theorem [17]. Since the central limit theorem does not require the data vector to be Gaussian and \( \{ \mathbf{r}_m \}_{m=1}^M \) to be i.i.d in our case, we know that \( \hat{\lambda} \) is asymptotically normal; and thus, the above statistic of \( \{ \Delta \lambda_i \}_{i=1}^K \) also holds true for any i.i.d. data vector.

The blind rank-\( r \) detector \( \hat{\mathbf{c}} \), is a random vector depending on the estimated eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and the mean square error conditioned on \( \hat{\mathbf{c}} \), is also a random variable. Our objective is to obtain the mean of the conditional mean square error which is a good measure of the MMSE detector’s performance. The approach is based on the second-order Taylor series expansion of the conditional mean square error.

The mean square error conditioned on \( \hat{\mathbf{c}} \), is given by

\[
\text{MSE}_r = 1 + \hat{\mathbf{c}}^T \mathbf{C}_r \hat{\mathbf{c}} - 2 \hat{\mathbf{c}}^T \mathbf{p}.
\]

(21)

The second-order Taylor series expansion of \( \text{MSE}_r \) around the point \( \mathbf{P} = \{ \mathbf{u}_i, \lambda_i \}_{i=1}^K \) is given by

\[
\widetilde{\text{MSE}}_r = \text{MSE}_r + \sum_{i=1}^r \Delta \mathbf{u}_i^T \mathbf{g}_i + \sum_{i=1}^r \Delta \lambda_i f_i + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^r \sum_{j=1}^r \Delta \lambda_i \Delta \mathbf{u}_i^T \mathbf{h}_{ij} \\
+ \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^r \sum_{j=1}^r \Delta \lambda_i \Delta \lambda_j f_{ij} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^r \sum_{i=1}^r \Delta \mathbf{u}_i^T \mathbf{H}_{ij} \Delta \mathbf{u}_j,
\]

(22)

where the vector \( \mathbf{g}_i \) is the gradient of \( \text{MSE}_r \) along \( \hat{\mathbf{u}}_i \) at point \( \mathbf{P} \), \( f_i \) is the first partial derivative of \( \text{MSE}_r \) with respect to \( \hat{\lambda}_i \) at point \( \mathbf{P} \), \( f_{ij} \) is the second partial derivative of \( \text{MSE}_r \) with respect to \( \hat{\lambda}_i \) and \( \hat{\lambda}_j \) at point \( \mathbf{P} \), and the elements of vector \( \mathbf{h}_{ij} \) and matrix \( \mathbf{H}_{ij} \) are given by

\[
[h_{ij}]_m = \frac{\partial^2 \text{MSE}_r}{\partial \lambda_i \partial \mathbf{u}_j(m)} \bigg|_p, \\
[H_{ij}]_{mn} = \frac{\partial^2 \text{MSE}_r}{\partial \mathbf{u}_i(m) \partial \mathbf{u}_j(n)} \bigg|_p.
\]

(23)

Taking expectation of \( \text{MSE}_r \) with respect to \( \{ \Delta \lambda_i, \Delta \mathbf{u}_i, i = 1, \ldots, r \} \), we obtain

\[
\overline{\text{MSE}}_r = \text{MSE}_r + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^r \sigma_i^2 f_i + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^r \sum_{j=1}^r \text{tr}(\mathbf{H}_{ij} \mathbf{E}_{ij}),
\]

(24)

where \( \text{tr}(\cdot) \) denotes trace of the matrix in parentheses. Here, we use the fact that means of \( \Delta \lambda_i \) and \( \Delta \mathbf{u}_i \) are zero, elements of \( \{ \Delta \lambda_i \}_{i=1}^K \) are mutually independent, and \( \{ \Delta \mathbf{u}_i \}_{i=1}^K \) are independent of \( \{ \Delta \mathbf{u}_i \}_{i=1}^K \). Derivation of \( \mathbf{H}_{ij} \) and \( \mathbf{E}_{ij} \) is given in the appendix. In Section 5, we will evaluate \( \text{MSE}_r \) in (24) numerically. The numerical results based on the analysis in this section, along with simulations, will clearly show the advantage of the optimal blind reduced-rank MMSE detector.

4. ADAPTIVE REDUCED-RANK MMSE DETECTOR BASED ON SUBSPACE TRACKING

To implement the blind reduced-rank MMSE detector, we need to compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix. This can be achieved by performing singular value decomposition (SVD) or eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) on the sample covariance matrix. Classical batch EVD and batch SVD algorithms [18] are computationally demanding. In order to overcome this difficulty, a number of adaptive algorithms for subspace tracking have been developed [7, 19, 20]. In [6], the projection approximation subspace tracking (PASTd) algorithm in [7] was used for blind adaptive multiuser detection. While PASTd algorithm has low-computational complexity (\( O(NK^2) \)), its convergence speed is very slow. In a CDMA system, users enter or leave the system randomly, and thus, the signal space changes dynamically. Hence, we need a fast convergence algorithm to track variations of the signal space. Furthermore, to find the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector, orthogonal eigenvectors are required. However, the basis for the signal space tracked by PASTd are not orthogonal. For these reasons, instead of using PASTd, we use the subspace tracking algorithm in the reduced-rank adaptive filter named LORAF 1 in [20], which has a fast speed to track orthogonal eigenvectors. The subspace tracking algorithm in LORAF 1 has computational complexity of \( O(NK^3) \). Since the subspace tracking algorithm in LORAF 1 cannot track the dimension of the signal space, we combine the rank tracking method in [21] with this algorithm. After briefly reviewing the adaptive subspace tracking algorithm in LORAF 1, we will incorporate rank tracking into this algorithm and develop our adaptive reduced-rank MMSE detector.

Suppose that we know the dimension of the signal space \( K \). Let \( \mathbf{U}_0 \) be an \( N \times K \) matrix with orthonormal columns, and denote the covariance matrix at time \( t \) as \( \mathbf{C}_t \). The following orthogonal iteration generates a sequence of
matrix \{ U_t \} \cite{18}

\begin{align}
A_t &= C_t U_{t-1}, \\
A_t &= U_t R_t,
\end{align}

where \( U_t \) and \( R_t \) are the factors of a skinny QR decomposition of the matrix \( A_t \). Assuming that \( C_t \) does not change in time, we can show that the sequence of the triangular matrix \( \{ R_t \} \) will converge towards the diagonal matrix of \( K \) dominant eigenvalues, and the sequence of recursion matrix \( \{ U_t \} \) will converge towards the matrix of \( K \) corresponding eigenvectors \cite{18}. In our case, \( C_t \) is defined by \( C_t = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \beta^{t-i} r_i r_i^T \), where \( 0 < \beta \leq 1 \) and \( C_t \) is calculated recursively according to \( C_t = \beta C_{t-1} + r_t r_t^T \). When \( C_t \) is updated at time \( t \), we can calculate \( U_t \) and \( R_t \) using (25) and (26). A key step towards the fast subspace tracking algorithm is the orthogonal projection of the actual recursion matrix \( U_t \) onto the previous subspace spanned by the columns of \( U_{t-1} \),

\begin{equation}
U_t = U_{t-1} \Theta_t + \Delta_t,
\end{equation}

where \( \Theta_t = U_{t-1}^T U_t \) and \( \Delta_t \) is orthogonal to the column space of \( U_{t-1} \). The update equation (25) becomes

\begin{equation}
A_t = \beta A_{t-1} \Theta_t + r_t z_t^T + \beta C_{t-1} \Delta_{t-1},
\end{equation}

where \( z_t^T = U_{t-1}^T r_t \). Only the last term requires \( O(N^2 K) \) operations, but it can be neglected without any performance penalty \cite{20}. This results in the \( O(NK^2) \) recursion for a direct updating of matrix \( A_t \),

\begin{equation}
A_t = \beta A_{t-1} \Theta_t + r_t z_t^T.
\end{equation}

The fast subspace tracking algorithm consists of (26) and (29), where the diagonal elements of \( R_t \) comprise \( K \) dominant eigenvalues and \( U_t \) contains corresponding eigenvectors.

Now we modify this algorithm to track both rank and the signal space as follows. Suppose that the rank at time \( t-1 \) is \( K_{t-1} \), we track \( K_{t-1} + 1 \) dominant eigenvalues \( \{ \lambda_{i}^{1+K_{t-1}} \} \) and corresponding eigenvectors in \( U_t \) at time \( t \). Projecting received signal onto the orthogonal complement space to the span of \( U_t \), we obtain \( x = (I - U_t U_t^T) r_t \). From \( x \), we recursively calculate \( \sigma_i^2 = \beta \sigma_{i-1}^2 + x^T x/(N - K_{t-1} - 1) \) and let \( \lambda_i = \sigma_i^2 \) for \( i = K_{t-1} + 2, \ldots, N \). Based on the estimated eigenvalues \( \{ \lambda_i \} \), we can estimate the rank of the signal space using the AIC \cite{15}. The quantity AIC is defined as

\begin{equation}
AIC(k) = (N - k) \ln(\alpha(k)) + k(2N - k),
\end{equation}

where \( L = 1/(1 - \beta) \) and \( \alpha(k) \) is given by

\begin{equation}
\alpha(k) = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \hat{\lambda_i}^k}{(N-k)} \right) \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \hat{\lambda_i}}{(N-k)} \right)^{1/(N-k)}.
\end{equation}

The estimated rank is given by \( K_t = \arg \min_{0 \leq k \leq N-1} AIC(k) + 1 \). If \( K_t < K_{t-1} \), we remove the last columns from matrix \( U_t \), and update \( K_t = K_{t-1} - 1 \). If \( K_t > K_{t-1} \), we add \( x/\alpha_i^2 \) to matrix \( U_t \) as its last column and let \( K_t = K_{t-1} + 1 \).

After the eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues are obtained, we can find the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector. The estimate of \( Q_t \) in (16) is given by \( \hat{Q}_t = ||s_t^1 u_t||^2/\lambda_t^1 \). For every rank \( 0 < r \leq K_t \), the optimal rank-\( r \) MMSE detector \( \hat{z}_t \) is obtained, using the \( r \) eigenvectors and eigenvalues corresponding to the \( r \) largest \( \hat{Q}_t \). Applying the recently decided bits to each of \( K_t \) reduced-rank detectors \( \{ \hat{c}_t, r = 1, \ldots, K_t \} \), we can estimate the mean square error at the output of each reduced-rank detector. The optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector is the one having the smallest mean square error. Mathematically, if \( MSE(r) \) is the MSE at the output of \( \hat{c}_t \), the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector is given by

\begin{equation}
\hat{c}_o = \arg \min_{\{ \hat{c}_t, r \}} MSE(r).
\end{equation}

The proposed adaptive reduced-rank MMSE detector is summarized in Table 1, in which forgetting factor is chosen to be \( \beta = 0.995 \), and \( N_{\text{MSE}} = 10 \) recently decided bits are used to estimate MSE. In the initializing stage, choosing a rank less than the dimension of the signal space may not be reliable because MSE cannot be estimated accurately. So, the rank-\( K_t \) MMSE detector should be used in this stage. After that, since the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector is chosen from all MMSE detectors with different ranks, it has the best possible steady-state performance and the fastest convergence speed if the signal space is disturbed when a user exits or enters the system. This is confirmed by the simulation results in Section 5.

### 5. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS RESULTS

In this section, we provide some simulation examples and numerical results based on the analysis in Section 3 to demonstrate the performance of the reduced-rank MMSE detector. For a given rank \( r < K \), the optimal blind rank-\( r \) MMSE detector is chosen to lie in the subspace spanned by \( r \) eigenvectors corresponding to the \( r \) largest \( \hat{Q}_t \) as discussed in Section 3. In simulations, we also show the performance of the MMSE detectors constructed from \( r < K \) eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix, where \( r < K \) eigenvectors are arbitrarily chosen from \( N - K \) eigenvectors spanning the noise space. The performance measure for simulation is SIR. Since the distribution of a linear MMSE detector’s output is approximately Gaussian \cite{22}, the output SIR translates easily into an equivalent bit error probability. In analysis results, the performance measure is mean square error which is given by (24). Gold sequences are used as spreading codes. Unless otherwise stated, the processing gain is \( N = 31 \) and the data plotted are averaged over 400 independent runs. The number of data samples used to estimate covariance matrix is denoted as \( M \). User 1 is assumed to be the desired user; SNR is defined as \( \text{SNR} = A_i^2/\sigma_i^2 \) and is chosen as \( \text{SNR} = 20 \text{ dB} \) in all plots.

**Example 1** (simulation of a single user system). The optimal detector in the single user case is the MF detector. However,
Initialization $U_0 = I_N$; $\Theta_0 = I_N$; $A = \Theta_0$; $K_0 = N - 1$; $\beta = 0.995$; $\sigma_0^2 = 0$; $N_{\text{MSE}} = 10$

Update $K_{r-1} + 1$ eigenvectors in $U_r$ and $N$ eigenvalues $\{\lambda_i^{(r)}\}_{i=1}^N$

$z_r = U_{r-1}^T r_r$
$A_r = \beta A_{r-1} \Theta_{r-1} + r_r z_r^T$
$A_r = U_r R_r$ : QR factorization
$\Theta_r = U_r^T U_r$
$x = r_t - U_r U_r^T r_t$
$\sigma_r^2 = \beta \sigma_{r-1}^2 + x^T x / (N - K_{r-1} - 1)$
$\{\lambda_i^{(r)} = R_r(k, k)\}_{i=1}^{K_{r}+1}$, $\{\lambda_i^{(r)}\}_{i=1}^{N}$

Update the rank of signal subspace $K_r$

FOR $k = 1 : N - 1$ DO

$\alpha(k) = \lceil \sum_{i=k+1}^N \lambda_i^r / (N - k) \rceil / \lceil \prod_{i=k+1}^N \lambda_i^r \rceil ^{(N-k)}$
$\text{AIC}(k) = (N - k) \ln \lceil \alpha(k) \rceil / (1 - \beta) + k(2N - k)$

END

$K_r = \arg \min_{0 \leq k \leq N-1} \text{AIC}(k) + 1$

IF $K_r < K_{r-1}$, then

$K_r = K_{r-1} - 1$
$U_r = U_r(1 : 1 : K_{r-1})$
$A_r = A_r(1 : 1 : K_{r-1})$
$\Theta_r = \Theta_r(1 : K_{r-1}, 1 : K_{r-1})$

ELSE IF $K_r > K_{r-1}$ THEN

$K_r = K_{r-1} + 1$
$U_r = [U_r, x / \sigma_r^2]$
$A_r = [A_r, x]$
$\theta_r = \begin{bmatrix} \theta \ 0 \\ 0 \ 1 \end{bmatrix}$

END

Choose the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector $c_o$

calculate $\{Q_i\}_{i=1}^{K_1}$, and generate a matrix $V$ whose first column $v_1$ corresponds to the largest $\lambda_1^{(r)}$ and second column $v_2$ corresponds to the second largest $\lambda_2^{(r)}$, and so on. Let $\eta_i$ be the eigenvalue corresponding to $v_i$

$c_o = 0$

FOR $r = 1 : K_1$ DO

$c_r = c_{r-1} + v_1 v_1^T p / \eta_i$

MSE$(r) = 0$

FOR $i = 1 : N_{\text{MSE}}$ DO

MSE$(r) = \text{MSE}(r) + (\hat{b}_{r-1} - c_r^T r_{r-1})^2$

END

END

$c_o = \arg \min_{\{c_r\}_{r=1}^{K_1}} \text{MSE}(r)$

$\hat{b}_r = \text{sign}(c_r^T r_r)$

**Algorithm 1:** The adaptive algorithm for the reduced-rank MMSE detector.

---

**Example 2 (simulation of 10 user systems).** In Figure 2, nine interference users’ SNRs are 10 dB. This may be the case in which there is only one user in the cell but there exists inter-cell interference. From the SIR curve of the MMSE detector with known covariance matrix, we see that the signature of the desired user lies in a two-dimensional subspace, and most of the desired user’s energy is in a one-dimensional subspace. Hence, a rank-1 blind MMSE detector has the best performance. In Figure 3, there are five weak interfering users and four strong interfering users. The optimal blind reduced-rank MMSE detector has rank 2. Figure 4 is for the perfect power control case, where nine interfering users have the same power as the desired user. In this case, rank-$K$ MMSE detector has the best performance since the signature of the desired user is in the whole signal space.
All simulations show that the MMSE detectors whose rank are greater than $K$ perform worse than the rank-$K$ MMSE detector. Figure 5 compares the performance of the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector, the rank-$K$ MMSE detector, and the full-rank MMSE detector when the number of samples used to estimate the covariance matrix changes. The users’ powers are the same as in Figure 3. We observe that the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector needs about half number of samples to achieve the same performance as the rank-$K$ MMSE detector, which implies that the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector has much faster convergence speed. On the other hand, given an $M$, the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector has higher SIR than both rank-$K$ and full-rank MMSE detectors. This demonstrates that, given an effective window size to estimate the covariance matrix, the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector has the best steady-state performance.
Example 3 (analytical results). In this example, we compare simulation results with analytical results. There are $K = 10$ users in the system. SNRs of different users are chosen to be different so that the ten largest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are different, which is necessary in the analysis. The number of samples used to estimate the covariance matrix is $M = 1000$, and simulation results are obtained by averaging over 2000 independent runs. In Figure 6, nine interfering users have low power. Both simulation and analytical results show that a rank-1 blind MMSE detector has the smallest MSE; whereas, when the covariance matrix is known, rank-$K$ MMSE detector has the best performance. In Figure 7, there are both weak and strong interfering users, and a rank-2 blind MMSE detector has the best performance. This shows the advantage of the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector. In Figure 8, interfering users’ powers are close to that of the desired user. The signature of the desired user is in the whole signal space. Therefore, the rank-$K$ blind MMSE detector has the smallest MSE. In any case, we can always choose a rank-$r$ MMSE detector with $0 < r \leq K$ to achieve the best performance.

Example 4 (simulation of the adaptive reduced-rank MMSE detector). In this example, we use the adaptive algorithm developed in Section 4 to simulate the performance of the adaptive reduced-rank MMSE detector in a dynamic multiple-access channel. The simulation results are depicted in Figure 9. Processing gain is $N = 15$ and forgetting factor is $\beta = 0.995$. At $t = 0$, there are $K = 10$ users in the system; among nine interfering users, there are six 10-dB users, one 20-dB user, one 30-dB user, and one 40-dB user. At $t = 2000$, a 40-dB user enters the channel; at $t = 4000$, two 40-dB users exit the channel. The optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector is simulated after first 50 iterations by using ten most recently decided bits to estimate the mean square error. We see that the optimal reduced-rank MMSE detector has approximate 2 dB advantage over the rank-$K$ MMSE detector, the rank-$K$
MMSE detector has slightly higher SIR than the full-rank MMSE detector in steady-state, and the adaptive algorithm has a fast convergence speed when users enter or exit the system.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We developed a blind reduced-rank MMSE detector for DS-CDMA by using an estimated covariance matrix of the received signal and forcing the linear MMSE detector to lie in a subspace of the signal space. Our analysis and simulations show that there exists an optimal blind reduced-rank MMSE detector that achieves the highest SIR among all MMSE detectors with different ranks. By properly selecting a subspace, we guarantee that the optimal blind reduced-rank MMSE detector is obtained adaptively. The adaptive blind reduced-rank MMSE detector exhibits superior steady-state performance and fast convergence speed in comparison with its full-rank counterpart.

APPENDIX

DERIVATION OF $H_{ij}$ AND $F_{ii}$

Denote the last two terms in (21) as $T_1 = \hat{c}_1^T \hat{C} c_r$ and $T_2 = 2 \hat{c}_1^T p$. We first derive the first and second partial derivatives of $T_1$. The gradient of $T_1$ along $\hat{u}_i$ is given by

$$g_{ii} = \frac{\partial T_1}{\partial \hat{u}_i} = 2 \hat{c}_1^T \hat{C} c_r,$$

$$= \frac{2}{\lambda_i} (p \hat{u}_i^T + p^T \hat{u}_i I_N) \hat{C} c_r.$$  \hfill (A.1)

If we define $z_i = (2/\lambda_i) \hat{C} c_r$ and $X_i = \hat{u}_i p^T + p^T \hat{u}_i I_N$, then $g_{ii}$ can be expressed as $g_{ii} = X_i^T z_i$. Since we have

$$\frac{\partial z_i^T}{\partial \hat{u}_j} = \frac{2}{\lambda_i \lambda_j} X_i^T C,$$

the Hessian matrix of $T_1$, $H_{ij}$, is given by

$$H_{ij} = \frac{\partial g_{ii}}{\partial \hat{u}_j} = \frac{\partial z_i^T}{\partial u_i} \bigg|_p = \frac{2}{\lambda_i \lambda_j} X_i^T C X_j \quad i \neq j,$$

$$H_{ii} = \frac{\partial g_{ii}}{\partial \hat{u}_i} = \frac{\partial (z_i^T X_i)}{\partial \hat{u}_i} \bigg|_p$$

$$= \left( \frac{\partial z_i^T}{\partial \hat{u}_i} X_i + \frac{\partial X_i}{\partial \hat{u}_i} z_i \right) \bigg|_p$$

$$= \left( \frac{2}{\lambda_i^2} X_i^T C X_i + \frac{2}{\lambda_i} [Y_1 c_r, \ldots, Y_N c_r] \right) \bigg|_p$$

$$= \frac{2}{\lambda_i^2} X_i^T C X_i + \frac{2}{\lambda_i} [Y_1 c_r, \ldots, Y_N c_r],$$

where $\{x_{ij}, j = 1, \ldots, N\}$ are columns of matrix $X_i$ and matrices $\{Y_j, j = 1, \ldots, N\}$ are defined as

$$Y_j = p_j + p(j) I_N,$$  \hfill (A.4)

with $P_j$ being a matrix whose $j$th column is vector $p$ and other columns being zero vectors. The term $T_1$ can also be expressed as
From (A.12), we have
\[ \frac{\partial T_2}{\partial \lambda_i} = \frac{2}{\lambda_i} p^T u_i u_i^T C \sum_{j \neq i} \frac{u_j u_j^T}{\lambda_j} p \]
and then, the second partial derivative of \( T_1 \) with respect to \( \lambda_i \) is found as
\[ \frac{\partial^2 T_1}{\partial \lambda_i^2} \bigg|_p = \frac{6}{\lambda_i} p^T u_i u_i^T C \sum_{j \neq i} \frac{u_j u_j^T}{\lambda_j} p. \]

It is easily shown that the second term in (A.7) is equal to zero and \( u_i^T C u_i = \lambda_i \). Thus, we have
\[ \frac{\partial^2 T_1}{\partial \lambda_i^2} \bigg|_p = \frac{6}{\lambda_i} p^T u_i u_i^T p. \] (A.8)

Next we determine the derivatives of \( T_2 \) that can also be expressed as
\[ T_2 = 2 \sum_{i=1}^r \left( \frac{p^T u_i}{\lambda_i} \right)^2. \] (A.9)

Gradient of \( T_2 \) along \( u_i \) is given by
\[ g_{2i} = \frac{\partial T_2}{\partial u_i} = \frac{4}{\lambda_i} p^T u_i p. \] (A.10)

From (A.12), we have \( H_{2ij} = \partial g_{2i} / \partial u_j = 0 \) for \( i \neq j \), and \( H_{2ii} \) is found as
\[ H_{2ii} = \frac{\partial g_{2i}}{\partial u_i} \bigg|_p = \frac{4}{\lambda_i} W_i. \] (A.11)

where the \( i \)th column of matrix \( W \) is \( p(i)p \). The second derivative of \( T_2 \) with respect to \( \lambda_i \) at point \( P \) is given by
\[ \frac{\partial^2 T_2}{\partial \lambda_i^2} \bigg|_P = \frac{4 (p^T u_i)^2}{\lambda_i^3}. \] (A.12)

Finally, \( F_{ii} \) in (24) is given by \( F_{ii} = \frac{\partial^2 T_1}{\partial \lambda_i^2} |_{P} - \frac{\partial^2 T_2}{\partial \lambda_i^2} |_{P} \), and \( H_{ij} \) in (24) is given by \( H_{ij} = H_{ij} - H_{ji} \).
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